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3.4 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM**

Applicability

Applies to the turbine cycle components for removal of reactor decay heat.

Objective

To specify minimum conditions of the turbine cycle equipment necessary to
assure the capability to remove decay heat from the reactor core.

Specifications

3.4.1 The reactor shall not be heated above 280*F unless the following
conditions are met:

1. Capability to remove decay heat by use of two steam generators.

2 Fourteen of the steam system safety valves are operable.

3. A minimum of 11.1 feet (107,000 gallons) of water is available
in Tank T41B.

4. (Deleted) |

S. Both main steam block valves and both main feedwater isolation
valves are operable.

3.4.2 Components required to be operable by Specification 3.4.1 shall not
be removed from service for more than 24 consecutive hours. If the
system is not restored to meet the requirements of Specification 3.4.1
within 24 hours, the reactor shall be placed in the hot shutdown
condition within 12 hours. If the requirements of Specification 3.4.1
are not met within an additional 48 hours, the reactor shall be placed
in the cold shutdown condition within 24 hours.

3.4.3 Two (2) EFW trains shall be operable as follows:

1. The motor driven EFW pump and its associated flow path shall be
operable when the RCS is above CSD conditions and any Steam
Generator is relied upon for heat removal.

2. The turbine driven EFW pump and its associated flow path shall be
operable when the RCS temperature is 2 280*F."

*

Except that during hydrotests, with the reactor suberitical, fourteen of
the steam system safety valves may be gagged and two (one on each header),
may be reset for the duration of the test, to allow the required pressure
for the test to be attained.

" Except that the surveillance testing of the turbine driven EFW pump shall
be performed at the appropriate plant conditions as specified by Surveillance
Requirement 4.8.1.

Amendment No. M,%,M,M1,4M 40
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'' 3.4.4 If the conditions specified in 3.4.3 cannot be met:

1. Alth the motor driven ETW pump or its associated flow path
inoperable and RCS conditions above CSD and RCS temperature < 280'F
and any Steam Generator relied upon for heat removal, immediately
initiate action to restore the EFW train to operable status.

2 With the RCS temperature 2 280"F and one steam generator supply -

I
path to the turbine driven EFW pump inoperable, restore the steam
generator supply path to operable status within 7 days or be in Hot
Shutdown within 6 hours and reduce RCS temperature to < 280*F

,

within the next 12 hours. !

3. With the RCS temperature 2 280*F and one EFW pump or its associated
flow path inoperable, restore the EFW train to operable status
within 72 hours or be in Hot shutdown within 6 hours, and reduce

'

RCS temperature to < 280*F within the next 12 hours.

4. With the RCS temperature 2 2 8 0*F, both EFW pumps or their associated
flow paths inoperable, and the Auxiliary Feedwater pump available, be
in Hot Shutdown within 6 hours, and reduce RCS temperature to < 280 F
within the next 12 hours.

5. With the RCS temperature 2 280 F and both EFW pumps or their
associated flow paths inoperable, and the Auxiliary Feedwater pump <

unavailable, immediately initiate action to restore one ETW train or
the Auxiliary Feedwater pump to operable status. LCO 3.0.3 and all
other LCJ Required Actions requiring mode changes are suspended antil
one EFW train or the Auxiliary Feedwater pump is restored to operable
status.

,
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'' Bases

The Emergency Feedwater (EFW) system is designed to provide flow sufficient
to remove heat load equal to 34 percent full power operation. The system
minimum flow requirement to the steam generator (s) is 500 gpm. This takes
into account a single failure, pump recirculation flow, seal leakage and |

pump wear.
IIn the event of loss of main feedwater, feedwater is supplied by the

emergency feedwater pumps, one which is powered from an operable emergency
bus and one which is powered from an operable steam supply system. Both

EFW pumps take suction from tank T41B. Decay heat is removed from a steam
generator by steam relief through the turbine bypass, atmospheric dump '

valves, or safety valves. Fourteen of the steam safety valves will
relieve the necessary amount of steam for rated reactor power.

The EFW system is considered to be operable when the components and flow
paths required to provide EFW flow to the steam generators are operable.
This requires that the turbine driven EFW pump be operable with redundant
steam supplies from each of the main steam lines upstream of the MSIVs
(CV-2617 and CV-2667) and capable of supplying EFW flow to either of the two
steam generators. The motor driven EFW pump and associated flow path to the
EFW system is also required to be operable. The piping, valves,
instrumentation, and controls in the required flow paths shall also be
operable. One EFW train, which includes the motor driven EFW pump, is

required to be operable when above CSD and below 280'F with any steam
generator relied upon for heat removal. This is because of reduced heat
removal requirements, the short duration EFW would be required, and the ,

insufficient steam supply available in this condition to power the turbine
*

driven EFW pump.

When one of the required EFW trains is inoperable, action must be taken to
restore the train to operable status within 72 hours. This condition
includes loss of the steam supply to the turbine driven EFW pump. The 72
hour completion time is reasonable, based on the redundant capabilities
afforded by the EFW system, time needed for repairs, and the low probability
of a DBA occurring during this time period.

With two EFW trains inoperable, the unit must be placed in a mode in which
the LCO does not apply using the Auxiliary Feedwater pump. With RCS
temperature < 280 F the Decay Heat Removal system may be placed in operation.

With both EFW trains inoperable and the Auxiliary Feedwater pump unavailable,
the unit is in a seriously degraded condition with only limited means for
conducting a cooldown using nonsafety grade equipment. In such a condition,

the unit should not be perturbed by any action, including a power change,
that might result in a trip. The seriousness of this condition requires that
action be started immediately to restore at least one EFW pump or the Auxiliary
Feedwater pump to Operable status. LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable, as it could
force the unit into a less safe condition.

.

|

Amendment No. 60,41 41
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The minimum amount of water in tank T41B would be adequate for about 4.5
hours of operation. This is based on the estimate of the average ,

emergency flow to a steam generator being 390 gpm. This operation time r

with the volume of water specified would not be reached, since the decay
heat removal system could be brought into operation within 4 hours or less.

A portion of tank T41B is protected from tornado missiles. The protected
volume is sufficient to provide a thirty ndnute supply of water. This
thirty minute period is sufficient to allow manual operator action, if
required, to transfer suction of the emergency feedwater pumps to service
water.
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*: 3.5.1.13 The Seismic Monitoring Instrumentation shall be operable with a. |
minimum measurement range of 0.01 - 1.0 g for Triaxial Time - |
History Accelerographs, 0.05 - 1.0 g for Triaxial Peak

|Accelerographs, and 2-25.4 Hz for Triaxial Response Spectrum
Recorders.

3.5.1.14 The Main Steam Line Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation shall
be operable with a minimum measurement range from 10-1 to
104 mR/hr, whenever the reactor is above the cold shutdown
condition.

3.5.1.15 Initiate functions of the EFIC system which are bypassed at cold
shutdown conditions shall have the following minimum operability
conditions:

" low steam generator pressure" initiate shall be operable whena.

the main steam pressure exceeds 750 psig.

b. " loss of 4 RC pumps" initiate shall be operable when neutron
flux exceeds 109 power. .

c. " main feedwater pumps tripped" initiate shall be operable when
neutron flux exceeds los power.

3.5.1.16 The automatic steam generator isolation system within EFIC shall be *

operable when main steam pressure is greater than 750 psig.

|

!

P

,

Amendment No. M,M6,MG,M3 42b
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*8 The OPERABILITY of the Seismic Monitoring Instrumentation ensures that
sufficient capability is available to promptly determine the magnitude of a i

seismic event and evaluate the response of those features important to safety. |
This capability is required to permit comparison of the measured response to !

that used in the design basis for the f acility to determine if plant shutdown is
required pursuant to Appendix "A" of 10CFR Part 100. The instrumentation is
consistent with the recommendations of Safety Guide 12, " Instrumentation for
Earthquake," published March 19, 1971, and NUREG-0800 Section 3.7.4, " Seismic
Instrumentation."

l

To support loss of main feedwater analyses, steam line/feedwater line break
analyses, SBLOCA analyses, and NUREG-0737 requirements, the EFIC system is
designed to automatically initiate EFW when:

1. all four RC pumps are tripped

2. both main feedwater pumps are tripped

3. the level of either steam generator is low
,

4. either steam generator pressure is low

5. ESAS ECCS actuation (high RB pressure or low RCS pressure)

The EFIC system is also designed to isolate the affected steam generator on a
steam line/feedwater line break and supply EFW to the intact generator according
to the following logic:

- If both SG's are above 600 psig, supply EFW to both SG's.

- If one SG is below 600 psig, supply EFW to the other SG.

- If both SG's are below 600 psig, but the pressure difference
between the two SG's exceeds 100 psig, supply EFW only to the SG
with the higher pressure.

,

- If both SG's are below 600 psig and the pressure difference is less
than 100 psig, supply EFW to both SG's.

At cold shutdown conditions all EFIC initiate and isolate functions are
bypassed except low steam generator level initiate. The bypassed functions
will be automatically reset at the values or plant conditions identified in
Specification 3.5.1.15. " Loss of 4 RC pumps" initiate and " low steam generator
pressure" initiate are the only shutdown bypasses to be manually
initiated during cooldown. If reset is not done manually, they will
automatically reset. Main feedwater pump trip bypass is automatically
removed above 10% power.

REFERENCE

FSAR, Section 7.1
FSAR, Section 2.7.6

i

Amendment No. M,4M 43c
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*~ 4.8 EMERGENCY FEEDWATER PUMP TESTING

Applicability.

Applies to the periodic testing of the turbine and electric motor driven
emergency feedwater pumps.

Objective

To verify that the emergency feedwater pump and associated valves are
operable.

Specification

4.8.1 Each EFW train shall be demonstrated operable:

a) By verifying on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS:

1. at least once per 31 days or within 24 hours after.

reaching the Hot Shutdown condition following a
plant heatup and prior to criticality, that the
turbine-driven pump starts, operates for a minimum of |

l5 minutes and develops a discharge pressure of 2 1200

.
psig at a flow of 2 500 gpm through the test loop
flow path.

2. at least once per 31 days by verifying that the motor
driven EFW pump starts, operates for a minimum of 5
minutes and develops a discharge pressure of 2 1200 psig

at a flow of 2 500 gpm through the test loop flow path. |

b) At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve
(manual, power operated or automatic) in each EFW flowpath
that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position,
is in its correct position.

c) Prior to relying upon any steam generator for heat removal
)whenever the plant has been in CSD or less for > 30 days, i

verify proper alignment of each manual valve in each
required EFW flow path, which if mispositioned may degr.de -

EFW operation, from the 'O' condensate storage tank to each
steam generator,

d) At least once per 92 days by cycling each motor-operated
valve in each flowpath through at least one complete cycle.

e) At least once per 18 months by functionally testing each EFW
train and:

1. Verifying that each automatic valve in each flowpath
actuates automatically to its correct position on
receipt of an actual or simulated actuation signal. |

i
I

Amendment No. G6,60, M ,441 105
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2. Verifying that the automatic steam supply valves |
associated with the steam turbine driven EFW pump |

Iactuate to their correct positions upon receipt of an
actual or simulated actuation signal. This test is not

.

required to be performed until 24 hours after reaching
800 psig in the steam generators.

3. Verifying that the motor-driven EFW pump starts
automatically upon receipt of an actual or simulated | ,

actuation signal.

4. Verifying that feedwater is delivered to each steam
generator using the electric motor-driven EFW pump.

S. Verifying that the EFW system can be operated
manually by over-riding automatic signals to the EFW
valves.

*

Bases

'

The monthly testing frequency will be sufficient to verify that both
emergency feedwater pumps are operable. Verification of correct operation

'will be made both from the control room instrumentation and direct visual
observation of the pumps. The cycling of the emergency valves assures ,

valve operability when called upon to function. Testing of the turbine. driven
EFW pump is delayed until suitable test conditions are established. This
deferral is required because there is insufficient steam pressure to perform
the test at 280 F. Testing may occur at a lower steam generator pressure if
operational experience shows that sufficient steam pressure to perform the test
exists.

Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.c ensures that the EFW system is properly aligned
by verifying the flow paths to each steam generator prior to relying upon any

isteam generator for heat removal after more than 30 days in Cold Shutdown or
below. Operability of the EFW flow paths must be demonstrated before sufficient
core heat is generated that would require the operation of the EFW system during
a subsequent shutdown. This requirement is reasonable, based on engineering
judgment, in view of other administrative controls to ensure that the flow paths
are operable. To further ensure EFW system alignment, flow path operability is >

'

verified following extended outages to determine no misalignment of valves has
occurred. This SR ensures that the flow path from the 'Q' CST to the steam
generators is properly aligned.

|

The functional test, performed once every 18 months, will verify that the ;

flow path to the steam generators is open and that water reaches the steam '

generators from the emergency feedwater system. The test is done during

shutdown to avoid thermal cycle to the emergency feedwater nozzles on the
steam generator due to the lower temperature of the emergency feedwater.

The automatic actuation circuitry testing and calibration will be performed
per Surveillance Specification 4.1, and will be sufficient to assure that
this circuitry will perform its intended function when called upon.

i

|

|

:

Amendment No. 24.60.41 105a
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*; 3.4 STEAM AND POWER CO!NERSION SYSTEM

Applicability

Applies to the turbine cycle components for removal of reactor decay heat.
,

Objective

To specify minimum conditions of the turbine cycle equipment necessary to
assure the capability to remove decay heat from the reactor core.

Specification

3.4.1 The reactor shall not be heated above 280*F unless the following
conditions are met:

r

1. Capability to remove decay heat by use of two steam generators.

*2. Fourteen of the steam system safety valves are operable.

3. A minimum of 11.1 feet (107,000 gallons) of water is available
in Tank T41B.

**4. ( De 1 e t ed ) Beth-EFW-pumpe-and-t-h c i r fIcw patha a:c cpc:;bler |

5. Both main steam block valves and both main feedwater isolation
valves are operable.

3.4.2 !n141ste-fenebiens of the EFIC s ys t c; whieh- ere--bypas s ed a t ccid
shutdc..- condi-ti on: ch:14 have the fellcuing mieimur spceabi44+y
co n di+1one+

!

"4ew-eteem g e n e r a t o r p : c e sureE-+ nit 4ete-shal l b e cpc reble-when j

t4te-enain-eteam-pressur e exceed ~'5 0 poi g ,

b. "10 0 cf 4 BC pumpeE--ini-tiete-shall bc operable phen newt-ren
f4en exceed: 10' ge

c. "mc4n-feedwater-pumpe-t44ppcd" initiatc cha11-be-epereble-when
aeut+er. flun eneeed: 10' powerr

Except that during hydrotests, with the reactor subcritical, fourteen of*

the steam system safety valves may be gagged and two (one on each header),
may be reset for the duration of the test, to allow the required pressure
for the test to be attained.

test-with-eve 44eble-eteam-pfeseure-ef--the--steam d: ivc:- E."4A * Except--that a
pump-shal4-demoneteetc : te --functional-14y until completion of-eurveillance
teet4ev-at-4ehut4ewn-eendi+icn c required by Surveillance ncquirement 1.9.1.

Amendment No. M, M, M,4M, 4M 40
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*! 3.'.3 Thc autemat4e-etcar generetee-i+ elation sys tc; .:i-t4 tin--EFK ch:11 bc
:tterable-when-main-eteam-presset c is greater-than 7 50 pelgr

1

3. 4. 42_ Components required to be operable by Specification 3.4.1, 3.c.2,'

cr.d 3.0.3 shall not be removed from service for more than 24
consecutive hours. If the system is not restored to meet the
requirements of Specification 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 within 24 |
hours, the reactor shall be placed in the hot shutdown condition

|
within 12 hours. If the requirements of Specification 3.4.lr

! 3.4.2, and 3.irG are not met within an additional 48 hours, the
reactor shall be placed in the cold shutdown condition within 24
hours.

3. 4. 63 M-the-eenditien-epeelfied-i+; 3. ' . l . ' cannet bc .ct-Two (2) EFW trains
shall be operable as follows:

1. With-ene-BW-flew-peth incpceabic, the unit-sha14-be-breu9 t-teh
hot shutdown-wi+hin-4(Hieuce -end-14- not restered-te-enr
cper a bl+-etetus-wi+hi .- the next 36 Scute -+he unit shel4-ber
brought to celd-ehutdcun .:i+hi n the ncnt 12 hcure-er at the _

maximum-sefe-eebeThe motor driven EFW pump and its associated flow
path shall be operable when the RCS is above CSD conditions and any Steam
Generator is relied upon for heat removal.

2. M both EFW-t-feine-are-i-neperebley-reeterc cne t rain-te
apetable-etet-ue--wi+hin-enc hour er be in hot-shutdown-withis
t he-next-4r-4 teu re-and-eel d-ehu tdown-*1+hin-t4te-nex t-42-heu re-e e
at-the-maximum-eafe-eeteThe turbine driven EFW pump and its associated

flow path shall be operable when the RCS temperature is 2 280 F.,*

3. If-both E ~ t+ains-and-the-AFW-pump-are-ineperabic, the unit
chal4-be-immedietely-run-back ts -5? fu14-power-wi+h-feedwatee

-supplied-ftem-the-MFW--pumps . ".; scen : n EF" train-er-the
'.FW-t-tein-is-eperabler-t4te-en-it chall be pleeed-in-eeld
shutdown-within the next-42-4tcura c: at--t4+e-ma*1 mum e n f c rate.

3.4.4 If the conditions specified in 3.4.3 cannot be met:

1. With the motor driven EFW pump or its associated flow path inoperable
and RCS conditions above CSD and RCS temperature < 280*F and any Steam Generator
relied upon for heat removal, immediately initiate action to restore the EFW
train to operable status.

2 With the RCS temperature 2 280*F and one steam generator supply path
to the turbine driven EEM pump inoperable, restore the steam generator supply
path to operable status within 7 days or be in Hot Shutdown within 6 hours and
reduce RCS temperature to < 200*F within the next 12 hours.

3. With the RCS temperature 2 280*F and one EFW pump or its associated
flow path inoperable, restore the EFW train to operable status within 72 hours or
be in Hot Shutdown within 6 hours, and reduce RCS temperature to < 280*F within
the next 12 hours.

4. With the RCS temperature 2 280*F, both EFW pumps or their associated
flow paths inoperable, and the Auxiliary Feedwater pump available, be in Hot
Shutdown within 6 hours, and reduce RCS temperature to < 280*F within the next 12
hours.

5. With the RCS temperature 2 280 F and both EFW pumps or their
associated flow paths inoperable, and the Auxiliary Feedwater pump unavailable,
immediately initiate action to restore one EFW train or the Auxiliary Feedwater
pump to operable status. LCO 3.0.3 and all other LCO Required Actions requiring
mode changes are suspended until one EFW train or the Auxiliary Feedwater pump is
restored to operable status.

_ _ _ _ _ _ .
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*- * ' Except that the surveillance testing of the turbine driven EFW pump shall be
performed at the appropriate plant conditions as specified by Surveillance r

'
Requirement 4.8.1.

Amendment No. 60, M 40a
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Bases

The Emergency Feedwater (ETW) system is designed to provide flow zufficient
to remove heat load equal to 3% percent full power operation. The system
minimum flow requirement to the steam generator (s) is 500 gpm. This takes
into account a single failure, pump recirculation flow, seal leakage and
pump wear.

,

Te-eupper t-lese-ef-e ain-feedwat+r-enal y s c a , eten: .inc / f e edwat-e: line b:cck
analysee 4BLOGA-enalysca, and !!UREC 0737 r e qui-rement e , the EPIC systc; isr
designed-te-automat-iea14y-iei-tiet+--ERO when+

1. all four-RG-pumpe-are -t+ipped

2. bet h-mairt-feedwater-punpe-ere-t-r4pped

3. the Icvc1 af-eit-her-eteam-generet-er-le-lew

cither-eteam-gene ret +1-pressu r i Ica'

5. ESAG-ECCS actuat4en-4high RB p cc ure cr-Icu DCS preseure4-

The-EFM-eystcr is al-sc designed-to-iselete-t4*e--affeeted-steam-seneret+r-en
a steam--14eeMeedwater-14ne-break-and-supply-EFR-4e-14te-4ntact genc: tee
eeeerding to-t-he-fel4 ewing-legiee

If-both SC's are-aboyc C00 peitr-eupply-BR1 to both SC's .

If-ene-GG-is-below400-pei-97-eupply 550 tc the Ot4;c CC.

!4-both SC's are-belca 500 p:1 , but the preseuce-differenee9
150 pe1 r-supply-ERf caly tc t4*e-GGbe tweef; the twc SC's execed: 9

. i14t-the-higher-peessurer

I f-bet 4; S C ' s 2 : c beleu 500 pe4; and the p:c cure difference i Ice:
than 150 pe1 r-supply-ER1 tc both SC's.9

At-cold-shutdownendi-t4ene-a14-EFM-ini44et+-and icclate funetion: c:c
bypassed-ex cept-lew-steam-generator Icv 1 ini+1etc. The bypassed-funet+ene
wi44-be-eutematically--reset-at-the value: c plent-eendi-t4ene-ident44ied-4e
speel fica t4en-3r412. " Lose-ef 1 n3-pumpe2-ini44et+-and "Ic etcar genc:ctee

t

Amendment No. 60, 41 41 i
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* - preseur " i n i t4ete-e re-the-enky-ehutdown-bypass e : tc be manua14y {
'

init4eted-during-eeeldown. M-reset is net done-manuallyr--they .:ill i

eutemabi-eall y r e a c t . Ma i n--feedwa ter-pump-t+i p-bypa s s i: autcmaticably ]
removed-ebove-4M-powerr

In the event of loss of main feedwater, feedwater is supplied by the
emergency feedwater pumps, one which is powered from an operable emergency
bus and one which is powered from an operable steam supply system. Both
EFW pumps take suction from tank T41B. Decay heat is removed from a steam .

generator by steam relief through the turbine bypass, atmospheric dump
valves, or safety valves. Fourteen of the steam safety valves will
relieve the necessary amount of steam for rated reactor power.

The EFW system is considered to be operable when the components and flow
paths required to provide EFW flow to the steam generators are operable.
This requires that the turbine driven EFW pump be operable with redundant
steam supplies from each of the main steam lines upstream of the MSIVs
(CV-2617 and CV-2667) and capable of supplying EFW flow to either of the two -

steam generators. The motor driven EFW pump and associated flow path to the
EFW system is also required to be operable. The piping, valves,
instrumentation, and controls in the required flow paths shall also be
operable. One EFW train, which includes the motor driven EFW pump, is

required to be operable when above CSD and below 200*F with any steam
generator relied upon for heat removal. This is because of reduced heat
removal requirements, the short duration EFW would be required, and the
insufficient steam supply available in this condition to power the turbine
driven EFW pump.

When one of the required EFW trains is inoperable, action must be taken to
restore the train to operable status within 72 hours. This condition
includes loss of the steam cupply to the turbino driven EFW pump. The 72 ;

hour completion time is reasonable, based on the redundant capabilities
a f f orded by the EFW system, time needed for repairs, and the low probability
of a DBA occurring during this time period.

With two EFW trains inoperable, the unit must be placed in a mode in which
the LCO does not apply using the Auxiliary Feedwater pump. With RCS

temperature < 280*F the Decay Heat Removal system may be placed in operation.
~

i

With both EFW trains inoperable and the Auxiliary Feedwater pump unavailable, j
the unit is in a seriously degraded condition with only limited means for
conducting a cooldown using nonsafety grade equipment. In such a condition,
the unit should not be_ perturbed by any action, including a power change, that
might result in a trip. The seriousness of this condition requires that action
be started immediately to restore at least one EFW pump or the Auxiliary
Feedwater pump to Operable at:Lcs. LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable, as it could
force the unit into a less safe condition.

The minimum amount of water in tank T41B would be adequate for about 4.5
hours of operation. This is based on the estimate of the average
emergency flow to a steam generator being 390 gpm. This operation time
with the volume of water specified would not be reached, since the decay
heat removal system could be brought into operation within 4 hours or less. ;

!

A portion of tank T41B is protected from tornado missiles. The protected !

volume is sufficient to provide a thirty minute supply of water. This
thirty minute period is sufficient to allow manual operator action, if
required, to transfer suction of the emergency feedwater pumps to service j

'
water.

Amendment No. M ,4M 41a
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'I 3.5.1.13 The Seismic Monitoring Instrumentation shall be operable with a
minimum measurement range of 0.01 - 1.0 g for Triaxial Time -
History Accelerographs, 0.05 - 1.0 g for Triaxial Peak
Accelerographs, and 2-25.4 Hz for Triaxial Response Spectrum
Recorders.

3.5.1.14 The Main Steam Line Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation shall
be operable with a minimum measurement range from 10-1 to
104 mR/hr, whenever the reactor is above the cold shutdown
condition.

3.5.1.15 Initiate functions of the EFIC system which are bypassed at cold
shutdown conditions shall have the following minimum operability
conditions:

a. " low steam generator pressure" initiate shall be operable when
the main steam pressure exceeds 750 psig.

b. " loss of 4 RC pumps" initiate shall be operable when neutron
flux exceeds los power.

c. " main feedwater pumps tripped" initiate shall be operable when
neutron flux exceeds los power.

3.5.1.16 The automatic steam generator isolation system within EFIC shall be
operable when main steam pressure is greater than 750 psig,

i

.
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' The OPERABILITY of the Seismic Monitoring Instrumentation ensures that
sufficient capability is available to promptly determine the magnitude of a
seismic event and evaluate the response of those features important to safety.
This capability is required to permit comparison of the measured response to
that used in the design basis for the facility to determine if plant shutdown is
required pursuant to Appendix "A" of 10CFR Part 100. The instrumentation is
consistent with the recommendations of Safety Guide 12, " Instrumentation for
Earthquake," published March 19, 1971, and NUREG-0800 Section 3.7.4, " Seismic
Instrumentation."

To support loss of main feedwater analyses, steam line/feedwater line break
analyses, SBLOCA analyses, and NUREG-0737 requirements, the EFIC system is
designed to automatically initiate EFW when:

1. all four RC pumps are tripped

2. both main feedwater pumps are tripped

3. the level of either steam generator is low

4. either steam generator pressure is low

5. ESAS ECCS actuation (high RB pressure or low RCS pressure)

The EFIC system is also designed to isolate the affected steam generator on a 1

steam line/feedwater line break and supply EFW to the intact generator according
to the following logic:

- If both SG's are above 600 psig, supply EFW to both SG's.

- If one SG is below 600 psig, supply EFW to the other SG.

- If both SG's are below 600 psig, but the pressure difference
between the two SG's exceeds 100 psig, supply EFW only to the SG
with the higher pressure.

- If both SG's are below 600 psig and the pressure difference is less
than 100 psig, supply EFW to both SG's.

At cold shutdown conditions all EFlC initiate and isolate functions are
bypasyed except low steam generator level initiate. The bypassed functions
will be automatically reset at the values or plant conditions identified in
Specification 3.5.1.15. " Loss of 4 RC pumps" initiate and " low steam generator

,

pressure" initiate are the only shutdown bypasses to be manually
initiated during cooldown. If reset is not done manually, they will
autLmatically reset. Main feedwater pump trip bypass is automatically
removed above 10% power.

REFERENCE

FSAR, Section 7.1
FSAR, Section 2.7.6

!
!
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4.8 EMERGENCY FEEDWATER PUMP TESTING

Applicability j

Applies to the periodic testing of the turbine and electric motor driven
emergency feedwater pumps.

I

Objective,

To verify that the emergency feedwater pump and associated valves are
operable.

Specification

4.8.1 Each EFW train shall be demonstrated operable:

a) By verifying on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS:

1. at least once per 31 days or-upon achieving-hot
shutdown within 24 hours after reaching the Hot Shutdown

condition following a plant heatup and prior to
criticality, that the turbine-driven pump starts,
operates for a minimum of 5 minutes and develops
a discharge pressure of 2 1200 psig at a flow of

2 500 gpm through the test loop flow path.

2. at least once per 31 days by verifying that the motor
driven EFW pump starts, operates for a minimum of 5
minutes and develops a discharge pressure of 2 1200 psig
at a flow of 2 500 gpm t-hereughthrough the test loop flow |

path.

b) At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve
(manual, power operated or automatic) in each EFW flowpath
that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position,
is in its correct position.

c) Pe++r-to-en cc c di n g--2M F r e a c t o r ccclant t =pe+at-ufe-end
a f-t-er any End f1cupat4r-eanua-1-valve alterat-icnc by veri f ingt
bhat cach manual valve-in-eaeh-EW--f-lowpa th 'hich, if
.iepeei+iened may degrede End cperation, ic Iccked ir i t-e
Occreet--pee-i4lenPrior to relying upon any steam generator for

heat removal whenever the plant has been in CSD or less for > 30 days, verify
proper alignment of each manual va)ve in each required EFW flow path, which if
mispositioned may degrade EFW operation, from the 'Q' condensate storage tank to
each steam generator.

d) At least once per 92 days by cycling each motor-operated
valve in each flowpath through at least one complete cycle.

e) At leart once per 18 months by functionally testing each EFW
train and:

1) Verifying that each automatic valve in each flowpath
actuates automatically to its correct position on
receipt of an actual or simulated actuation signal. |

|
|
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2. Verifying that the automatic steam supply valves

associated with the steam turbine driven EFW pump
actuate to their correct positions upon receipt of an
actual or simulated actuation signal. This test is not

required to be performed until 24 hours after reaching 600 psig in the steam
generators. ;

3. Verifying that the motor-driven EFW pump starts
automatically upon receipt of an actual or simulated |

actuation signal.

4. Verifying that feedwater is delivered to each steam
generator using the electric motor-driven EFW pump.

5. Verifying that the EFW system can be operated
manually by over-riding automatic signals to the EFW
valves.

Bases

The monthly testing frequency will be sufficient to verify that both
emergency feedwater pumps are operable. Verification of correct operation
will be made both from the control room instrumentation and direct visual
observation of the pumps. The cycling of the emergency valves assures
valve operability when called upon to function. Testing of the turbine driven
EFW pump is delayed until suitable test conditions are established. This
deferral is required because there is insufficient steam pressure to perform

the test at 280 F. Testing may pccur at a lower steam generator pressure of
operational experience shows that sufficient steam pressure to perform the test
exists.

Surveillance Requi ren,ent 4.8.1.c ensures that the EFW system is properly aligned
by verifying the flow paths to each steam generator prior to relying upon any
steam generator for heat removal after more than 30 days in Cold shutdown or
below. Operability of the EFW flow paths must be demonstrated before sufficient
core heat is generated that would require the operation of the EFW system during
a subsequent shutdown. The frequency is reasonable, based on engineering
judgment, in view of other administrative controls to ensure that the flow paths
are operable. To further ensure EFW system alignr. ant, flow path operability is
verified following extended outages to determine no misalignment of valves has
occurred. This SR ensures that the flow path from the 'Q' CST to the steam
generators is properly aligned.

The functional test, performed once every 18 months, will verify that the
flow path to the steam generators is open and that water reaches the steam
generators from the emergency feedwater system. The test is done during
shutdown to avoid thermal cycle to the emergency feedwater nozzles on the
ateam generator due to the lower temperature of the emergency feedwater.

The automatic actuation circuitry testing and calibration will be performed
per Surveillance Specification 4.1, and will be sufficient to assure that
this circuitry will perform its intended function when called upon.
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